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Method for Paths’ Optimization during Path Recovery in 
MPLS Network 

Veneta Aleksieva1 

Abstract – MPLS(Multi Protocol Label Switching) is being 
used in many corporate networks and public infrastructures and 
as a backbone technology of many Autonomous Systems. Many 
mission critical applications require better resilience than that 
provided by the current Internet routing convergence process. 
During path recovery in MPLS networks large numbers of 
packets may be dropped. This paper presents a method, which 
overcomes part of this problem by optimizing paths during path 
recovery in MPLS network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MPLS(Multi Protocol Label Switching) networks are 
currently evolving towards an universal and convergent 
network, capable of flowing multiservice traffic as voice, data 
and video over the same IP based infrastructure. In a real 
situation in most of MPLS networks is used a physical trace of 
fiber optic. But sometimes, this fiber cut can cause all the 
traffic in the fiber to totally interrupt, which is equal to at least 
tens of Gbps capacity or sometimes even up to hundreds of 
Gbps capacity. The loss of this huge amount of traffic can 
bring a significant impact on our economy. Thus, network 
protection and survivability is of paramount to today's 
telecommunication networks. This is the main reason for 
applying of MPLS conception of LSP priorities.  

MPLS uses Label Switching Paths (LSPs) priorities. The 
purpose of them is to mark some traffic as more important 
than others and allow them to use resources from less 
important LSPs (pre-empt the less important LSPs). This 
makes it possible for an important LSP to be established along 
the most optimal path for this LSP, regardless of existing 
reservations, if those reservations have a lower priority than 
this LSP. When LSPs need to reroute, important LSPs have a 
better chance of finding an alternate path the lower priority 
LSPs. Best effort traffic that does not need the same treatment 
in the network, can be mapped to low priority LSPs and 
higher priority LSP can pre-empt those low priority LSPs if it 
becomes necessary. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

The recovery of the MPLS network is based on the 
algorithm that is applied in order to detect the faults and to 

route the data flow in an alternative path. For a MPLS based 
backbone network, the fault-tolerant issue focuses on how to 
protect the traffic of LSP against node and link failures. In 
IETF, two well-known recovery mechanisms (protection 
switching and rerouting) have been proposed, but many 
researchers create every year some better suggestions, which 
have different advantages and disadvantages [1]. 

When an IP packet travel on a MPLS domain, it follows a 
predetermined path depending on the Forwarding Equivalence 
Classes (FEC) [2] to which it was assigned by the ingress 
router. The two main approaches to determine the desired 
granularity for FEC and determining the paths for the Label 
Switching Paths (LSP) are: 
• Offline path calculation - This way of doing path 

calculations can lead to optimal resource usage, 
predictable routing and stable network configurations, 
because determined paths with an off line tool without the 
LSRs directly participating in the process.  

• Constraint based routing - Each LSR determines an 
explicit route for each traffic trunk (aggregation of traffic 
flows) originating from that LSR based on the bandwidth 
and the cost of the links and other topology state 
information [2].  

In practice, the traffic engineer will specify the endpoints of 
a traffic trunk and assign a set of attributes to the trunk about 
the performance’ expectations and behavioral characteristics 
of the traffic trunk, but there are two main categories of how 
to set up a LSP: 
• Static LSP   
• Signaled LSP.  

Static LSP is a LSP that is manually configured via CLI 
or SNMP. Visiting each LSR and using network management 
to set the label and interface typically create this kind of LSP.  

Dynamic signaling protocols have been designed to allow 
single routers to request the establishment and label binding to 
FEC for an end-to-end path. The router that needs to setup an 
LSP simply determines the best path through the network 
according to the local constraints and requests the routers in 
the path to establish a LSP and distribute the label binding to 
FEC. Configuring a new LSP, over a domain that is MPLS 
and signaling enabled, does not require anything beyond the 
configuration in the instantiating router. Signaling is a way in 
which routers exchange relevant information. In an MPLS 
network, the type of information exchanged between routers 
depends on the signaling protocol which is being used. At a 
base level, labels must be distributed to all MPLS enabled 
routers that are expected to forward data for a specific FEC 
and LSPs created. The MPLS architecture does not assume 
any single signaling protocol [3] and so four methods have 
been specified for label distribution: 

• Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)[4] 
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• Resource Reservation Protocol extension for MPLS 
(RSVP-TE)[5,6,7] 

• Constrained Routing with LDP (CR-LDP)[8,9,10] 
• Distributing labels with BGP-4[11] 
Multiple protection routing schemes are possible. To 

minimize disruption and control overhead, it is used 
protection routing schemes that change the route from the 
origin LSP when it traverses a failed link before it fails. 
Among this class of routing reconfiguration techniques, link-
based protection is the most widely used. Thus, link-based 
protection is good decision, but this scheme can extend to 
path-based protection, which can be viewed as a special case 
of link-based protection in an overlay topology.  

III. ANALYSIS 

To recover a failure, protection of end-to-end connectivity 
does not need to know where the failure is. Once the two end 
nodes of the working path detect a network failure, they just 
perform the switching-over actions. Protection is carried out at 
the two end nodes of a working LSP. Thus, for a specific link 
failure, only those unaffected protection LSP can be used to 
protect the working path. LSP restoration also allows spare 
capacity sharing among different protection LSPs. The key 
condition to ensure full failure recovery is that a fiber link 
should reserve an amount of protection capacity that is 
maximal among all the link failure situations.  

In Fig.1 is presented one example of MPLS network with 
LSP and its LSP restoration when link failure is occurred. 
Primary LSP start from LSR1 and follows LSR1-LSR2-
LSR3-LSR4, but when link failure between LSR3 and LSR4 
arise, packets, which travel on this path, will switch on the 
backup (alternative) LSP: LSR1-LSR2-LSR3-LSR7-LSR4. 
This backup path is created before link failure in off-line 
phase on the protocol, but on this link travel primary traffic. 

 

 
Fig. 1. MPLS network 

 
This means that this link may be responsible for two LSPs – 

basic path and protection path, and they are sharing protection 
capacity on their overlaying links. The same links protect 
more than one LSP. Therefore, the condition of spare capacity 
sharing is that each time there is only one single network 
failure and only one of the working paths is recovered, 
because if more than one link failure arises, it leaves all the 
traffic on the other working path totally lost.  

According to some recent studies on node failure protection 
with path restoration or shared backup path protection, it is 
found that a network that supports only single-link failure 
protection can essentially provide a high percentage, for 
example, more than 90%, of single-node failure protection 

without bringing in any extra protection capacity, i.e. it may 
use the protection capacity that is specially planned for the 
single-link failure restoration to recover single-node failures 
and more than 90% node-failure traffic flows can be 
recovered[13]. Typically, for a mesh network, as a backbone 
MPLS network, a span restorable network can have a spare 
capacity efficient around 50-70%, while a shared backup path 
protection network can achieve spare capacity efficiency 
around 30-40%[14]. 

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In link-based protection, the source node of a failed link 
reroutes the traffic originally passing through the failed link 
along a detour route to reach the tail node of the link. Thus, 
the protection routing only needs to be defined for each link 
that requires protection; in contrast, the base routing defines 
routing for each primary LSP.  

If as the alternative path is on not empty link and it has own 
traffic, which uses temporary close to full bandwidth of link, 
available bandwidth may be not enough for this new repaired 
traffic. For example, in fig.1 primary path on link LSR3-LSR4 
will switch on LSR3-LSR7_LSR4, but on link LSR7-LSR4 
traffic exists in the same moment. This traffic, for which this 
link is the primary path, has higher priority than the new 
added traffic. This means, that if bandwidth is less than all 
traffic, some part of rerouting traffic will be lost before 
repairing of the original link and restoring on this link this 
traffic. 

It is difficult to find optimal routing for alternative link, 
because optimal routing depends on each interface. For 
example, if the protocol on layer 3 is IS-IS, this route will be 
optimal, but if the protocol on layer 3 is OSPF- would not. 

This means that for optimizing of network performance and 
minimizing of packet losses, when MPLS recovery occurs, 
must be found new algorithm, which will evaluate the 
behavior of MPLS recovery mechanism.  

V. SOLUTION STRATEGY 

Based on analysis, the new method for recovery must 
consist of two phases: 

• Off-line phase – In this time there are optimized 
both routing and protection routing in the same time, using 
original RSVP-TE protocol. The main goal of this stage is to 
minimize the overload, when failure occurs. 

• On-line phase – In this time, after failure occurs and 
traffic is sending on alternative (recovery) path, LSR applies 
protection routing as fast reroute. This gives to the MPLS 
network advantage, because if in the moment this alternative 
link has not enough bandwidth for both traffics, instead of 
packet losses, these packets will reroute on second alternative 
link, which is temporary and dynamically created in the 
moment.  

To discover information for MPLS traffic, including Virtual 
Private LAN Service (VPLS) information, must enable the 
appropriate agents. They are different for different vendors – 
Cisco, Huawei, Juniper, Laurel etc. The agents that retrieve 
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sent back to the LSR2, and LSR2 recalculate new path to the 
LSR4, without link LSR7-LSR4, where is the problem with 
overflow. The new dynamic path for this traffic will be LSR1-
LSR2-LSR6-LSR4. When the link between LSR3 and LSR4 
is repaired, traffic will travel on the primary path LSR1-
LSR2-LSR3-LSR4.   

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

MPLS (Multi protocol Label Switching) is being used in 
many corporate networks and public infrastructures and as a 
backbone technology of many Autonomous Systems. This is a 
connection oriented technology that arises to palliate the 
problems that current networks have related to speed, 
scalability and traffic engineering. 

 A traditional traffic engineering algorithm computes an 
effective base routing that optimizes a network metric, such as 
minimizing congestion cost or maximum link utilization. 
Then, a protection routing is derived from this method, for 
example, through fast rerouting. While simple and well 
studied, this traditional approach can easily result in serious 
network congestion and performance unpredictability under 
failures.  

In this paper first it is formally defined the problem of 
overflow after the LSP recovery process and then is explained 
reasons for its challenging. After that it is introduced the key 
ideas of algorithm, which overcomes packets’ losses during 
the LSP recovery and finally it is given one example of this 
suggestion.   

For the future work this algorithm will be implemented in 
MPLS module in Network Simulator 2 to be possible to 
compare with well known recovery schemes in MPLS 
networks all qualitative and quantitative parameters, because 
it is important to find in each of them relationship among 
failure rate of routing paths, the repaired time for finding of 
protection/alternative path and number of availably alternative 
paths, number of packets’ losses etc. 
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